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The Fourth Little Pig
Alex Schweder & Ward Shelley

The story of The Three Little Pigs is not so much about swine or their construction savvy
as it is about the moral imperative of hard work. We are told that one little pig quickly
builds his house out of straw and another hastily fabricates his out of sticks. They sing
and dance and play all day while their eldest brother constructs his house from bricks.
This house takes much longer to build, but it is the only one that withstands the huffs
and puffs of the wicked wolf. Foregoing pleasure is the price of survival. The moral of the
story, then, is that hard work (as opposed to singing and dancing) pays off in the end, or
that an architecture of permanence and solidity is better than something fast and light.
But what if the three little pigs had been four? In this retelling perhaps the younger
sibling would construct a dwelling that could move with the huffing and puffing, rather
than resisting it. In the process, this tilting, spinning house might even transform an
otherwise threatening lupine gust into a way of making the whole building dance. Their
lives would be saved, and the morals – both porcine and architectural – would change too.
Since first collaborating in 2007 our efforts have been driven by similar investigations into somehow satisfying both morality and pleasure. And we have typically done
this by building a house, moving in and then seeing what happens. For example, our 2011
project, Counterweight Roommate, consisted of a thin tower with rooms spread out over
five storeys and us (the roommates) tethered to either end of a rope. Scaling the building
to get to the kitchen, the bedroom or the lavatory was a balancing act that depended
on the body mass of the other person. We needed each other to survive. Interestingly,
though, the relationships we set out to visualise were different to what actually arose.
Making these discoveries is the point of inhabiting the structures we build.
Drawing again on the idea of working together, ReActor is a 15m-long spinning and
tilting house that moves with the wind and the shifting weight of its occupants. During
the initial planning stages we speculated that the wind blowing across the Omi Arts
Centre site in Ghent, New York, would be something we would have to work together to
overcome – a common enemy that would strengthen our relationship. But the space
between what artists intend and what actually happens is where meaningful innovation
occurs, and so our rival became our muse – a gentle breeze that spins the house as it
balances on top of a 5m-high concrete column.
ReActor also seeks horizontal equilibrium, see-sawing as the occupants move
toward and away from its centre. During our first five-day inhabitation performance
we discovered that intentionally tilting the house helps the wind catch the structure
to make it rotate more. From inside we went about our days – reading, cooking and
watching the vista change, slowly and quietly, from our porches. When visitors stopped
to look, we chatted with them about what the work meant, how it was built and answered
detailed questions about how the bathroom works. These conversations were similar
to those of our previous projects, but one question changed: ‘How can you possibly live
there?’ became ‘When can I move in?’

Alex Schweder & Ward Shelley, ReActor, 2016
Architecture Omi, Field 01, Ghent, New York
© Dora Somosi
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